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SUMMARY

The Junior-Year Undergraduate Experimental Program at the
University of Virginia was begun two years ago and is currently in
its tnird year of operation. It arose out of concerns that the 1,_ Arning
theory and human growth and development sequence for undergraduates,
which was lecture and textbook oriented, was not providing students with
an opportunity to test the theory they were learning and was not giving
them preparation for student teaching and later teaching. The basic
aim of the program has been to assist students in integrating theory
and practice., The program has been undergirded by an emergent
model of collaboration that attempts to insure that university faculty,
graduate students, school personnel, and undergraduate students each
have a full partnership in program activities. Forty-two studnnts
completed the program this past year. Data collected from teachers
and students indicate that the .program has been successful in attaining
its objectives. A new model of collaboration has evolved that has now
be'- me the basis for a possible program to train middle school teachers.
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Introduction

This papr provides a description of an experimental junior

year teacher education program at the School of Education, University

of Virginia in Charlottesville, Virginia. This program has been open

to a sample of junior year students for the past two years and is cur-

rently in its third year field experience and an integration of theory

and practice. It has served as a vehicle for developing and attempting

to implement a new model of collaboration between university faculty,

university students, and public school personnel. The basic assumption

of the model is that each of these parties must have the freedom to iden-

tify their basic needs and objectives, the responsibility for accomp-

lishing these, and real success comes through collaborative, not indi-

vidual, accomplishment.

The School of Education, University of Virginia

As reflected in the recent 1970 NCATE report, the mission of the

School of Education in undergraduate teacher preparation is experimental

in nature rather than that of supplying large numbers of teachers. The

undergraduate program is open only to juniors and seniors. In contrast

to many school of education, its primary emphasis is in its graduate pro-

grams with over 1300 graduate students currently enrolled and only 300

undergraduates. Future projections suggest a modest growth in both

figures but with the graduate population remaining considerably larger.



Differences in numbers of graduates and undergraduates do not

suggest, however, less overall importance for the undergraduate pro-

gram. Quality rather than numbers of students is the prime emphasis.

The success of the graduate programs will depend in great part on

having an outstanding undergraduate program, completely relevant to

today's needs. Education majors attending the University of Virginia

are outstanding in many respects, having among the highest average

College Board scores in the nation (compared with other Education

majors).

The present Dean of the School of Education, Frederick R. Cyphert,

came to the University of Virginia in the Fall of 1968. Since that time

approximately sixty new faculty members have been added and there

has been a concurrent development of the breadth and depth of areas of

specialization for graduate and undergraduate students. The School of

Education has received approved program status with the State Depart-

ment of Education essentially this means that new or changing pro-

grams of teacher certification may be proposed by the School and

piloted following state review.

The atmosphere at the School of Education is one of innovation and

experimentation, of trying to find the best posible ways of training

teachers. In addition to the program described here, a Student Aide

Contract (SACS) program provides early experience for juniors and a

few freshmen and sophmores. These students spend four hours per

week providing direct assistance to public school teachers in



charlori, The School of Education is enaaged in the second

year of a program funded by the Office of Education in which our

Early Childhood Program and our Special Education Program are col-

laborating in the development and testing of competency based teacher

education modules in the various areas of child development. Recently,

a MOTT Foundation-sponsored regional Community Education Center

has been established.

The commitment of the University to the further improvement of

its teacher education programs is demonstrated also in its decision to

create and fill two new faculty position beginning in the Fall of 1972.

One is the position of Coordinator of Experimentation in Teacher Edu-

cation and the other is Coordinator of Field Instruction and Research.

Together, the persons filling these positions will play key roles in the

further development and testing of new approaches to Teacher Educa-

tion.

Background and Rationale

Prior to the 1970-71 academic year, professional education

courses at the University of Virginia in the area of human growth and

development were provided solely through the option of taking two of

three traditional courses in human growth and development. These

courses were lecture oriented and focused on materials in basic text-

books. At this point university faculty began to raise a number of

serious concerns:



1. How did the the courses relate to the total teacher education
program?

2. Do these courses really prepare students for student teaching?

3. With the large number of students enrolled. in these courses,
how do you provide for regular school visitations ?

4. As these courses were open to students who were not pre-
paring to teach, how do you insure that they are relevant for
those who are planning to teach?

5. How does that fact that graduate students are teachirg the se
courses affect the quality of the courses ?

6. How relevant are principles of learning and human growth
and development of every day public school life ?

7. As these courses tended to be aimed at early childhood, how
do you insure that you meet the needs of students in both ele-
mentary and secondary preparation?

8. How relevant is the work of Thorndike, Skinner, and other
general learning concept people to teaching methods ?

9. How do you insure that there is an understanding between
faculty in Foundations and those in Curriculum and Instruction
as to what is needed in teacher education?'

These were not easy question to answer, but at this juncture faculty.

persons in Foundations and in Curriculum and Instruction decided to face

them head-on in the hope of finding alternative ways to prepare teachers.

The resultant experimental undergraduate teacher education program

has been developmental and emergent and during the past two years. The

program has now begun its third year. The program has had the following

major assumptions:

1) That undergraduate students need to know basic principles of



learning and human growth and development;

2) that undergraduates must receive field experience much

earlier In their program;

3) that content and practice need to be integrated so that each can

be used to test the validity and the relevance of the other;

4) that students must be given freedom to assist in identifying

their needs and the means of satisfying them and be held respon-

sible on this basis; and

5) that there must be a spirit and practice of collaboration bet-

ween university faculty, school faculty, undergraduate students,

and graduate students.

Finally, the program needed to operate without geometrically in-

creasing costs.

Initial Year

The program began on an experimental basis in the Fall of 1970-

71 academic year with twenty undergraduate students. Six faculty

members, four from the area of Foundations and two from Curriculum

and Instruction, took responsibility on a team teaching basis. The

option of taking two of three courses in learning theory and human

growth and development was replaced with a two semester content/

practice block. Program activities in the Fall of the year revolved

around sensitivity training, sociological and psychological factors

that affect learning, philosophical issues in education, curriculum

theory, and instructional strategy. Video tap recorders were used



extensively to record and analyze role playing and simulated teaching.

From mid-year through the spring students were involved in obser-

vational activities in Charlottesville public schools. The number of

individual faculty members involved made it difficult to coordinate

their activities and to define central purposes. But students were ex-

cited about the program and recommended it highly to their friends.

Consequently a decision was made to continue to expand the program

but to bring it under the centralized control of two faculty members-

one from the area of Foundations and the other from Curriculum and

Instruction.

Overview of the 1971-1972 Program

In the Fall of 1971 forty-two third year undergraduate students

elected the program. This included all (25) of the third year students

majoring in elementary and fourteen percent (17) of the students ma-

joring in Feconciary education. Based on the experiences of the pre-

vious year three major changes were made:

1. major faculty responsibility for the program was taken
by two individuals, one from Foundations (1st semester)
and.the other from Curriculum and Instruction (2nd
semester)

2. a new model of collaboration was emerging (See Fig. a)

3. more extensive effort was made to integrate theory and
practice, university based experiences and school based
experiences (See Fig. b)

Students spent two and one-half hours per week at the university in

lectures, seminars, and discussions relating school experiences to

theory and three hours per week in the public schools.
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The model of collaboration is presented in Figure a. The two basic

implications of the model are that all relationshipsmust be reciprocal

and that the "content" at the university and in the schools must be

integrally related. As shown in Figure a, the university-based com-

ponent included faculty members from loundations and Curriculum andInstruc-

tion, graduate studentsand the third-year undergraduate students. The

two faculty members outlined the basic content frorrr learning and instruc-

tional theory and practiced, planned and directed specific university

activities, provided leadership for the graduate students involved, and

advised the undergraduate students. All major learning activities were

led by these two faculty members with the assistance of their depart-

mental colleagues in the form of guest lectures, discussions, and

demonstrations. Graduate students participated in the faculty-led

activities, le d small group discussions approximately one hour each

wee, and advised the undergraduate students. The purpose of the small

group discussions was to ensure that each undergraduate student was

able to explore with the group congruence or lack of congruence bet-

ween theory and practice as he was testing it in his field experience.

Although dialogue of this nature was encouraging during faculty led

activities and one to one advising sessions, the small group discussions

were the primary vehicle for this exchange. Undergraduate students had

two major responsibilities, to process and internalize the information

transmitted by faculty and graduate students and to critically reflect on



and question this information. Undergraduate students have too long

remained passive agents whose role it was to identify the "needs.'

of faculty members and then try to satisfy them in order to meet their

own needs (get a good grade). If undergraduates are to be truly prepared

to enter the world of public schools they must be constantly testing the

information they receive at the university against the realities around

them. They must also provide part of the leadership in developing

teacher education programs. This means that they must assist in the

identification of relevant information and processes. The role of the

undergraduate students as TTT's (Trainers of the Trainers of Teachers),

as instructors of the faculty, has in the past either been put down as

foolish, (''what do they know ?") or glibly acknowledged (in which case

nothing happens). To bring the undergraduate students into full parti-

cipation in planning their own destiny is no easy task. It necessitates

retraining of undergraduates so that they will demand this freedom and

responsibility, retraining of faculty so that they will realize that under-

graduates can be a primary source of validity testing of their theory and

p'ractice, and retraining facilitators (graduate students) so they will ac-

quire their future role as faculty much earlier in their training program.

The school-based component included school faculty, graduate

students and undergraduate students. Each undergraduate student

spent Three hours per week in a specific school in the Charlottesville

public schools. A cooperating teacher was identified for each student

but a key ingredient was that the student have to freedom to be en-



gaged in a variety of activities in the schools. Their primary respon-

sibility was not assist teachers, but to observe. Their activities

included watching teachers teach, talking to school children, visiting

in the teachers' lounge, discussions with administrative personnel,

interactions with parents, tutoring and preparation of classroom mat-

erials. The role of the public school faculty was to assist the under-

graduate student in having the opportunity to engage in a wide variety of

activities that would allow him to begin to draw the curtain covering

the window through which he was peering at the world of the public

school. Graduate students made periodic (See dotted line, Figure a)

visitations to the schools to discuss the activities of the students with

teachers and the student and to facilitate the interaction of the student

with tose at the school in whatever way possible. A dotted line also con

fleets university and school, faculty in Figure a. This is to indicate the

irregular nature of this interaction. At the beginning of the year a

meeting was held between the two major university faculty members in-

volved and the cooperating teachers. At this meeting university faculty

explained the intended purposes and processes of the new program.

During the year interaction between university and school faculty was

spontaneous and periodic.

Program Activities 1971-1972--General Description

As mentioned above, the junior year students spent two and one-

half hours per week at the university and three hours in the public

schools. There was a primary foucs on learning theory and human



growth and development the first semester and on curriculum and in-

struction theory and practice the second semester. Integration of

theory and practice, university-based and school-based activities, was

facilitated through large and arn roup discussions to insure that

students had the opportunity to critically analyze the relation between

theory and practice as they explored each at the university and in the

field; one to one relationships between faculty and students and between

graduate students and undergraduate students; and, through the direct

linkage of university and school experiences. The latter is shown

in Figure b. During the first semester the content focus at the univer-

sity was on observation methodology, learning theory, and human growth

and development. As well as attending lecure/discussions by faculty,

students participated in large and small group discussions, sensitiv-

ity groups, and pursued a personal resources project. In the schools,

the students were involved in practical activities and completed obser-

vational assignments that led them to apply learning and development

theory to school practices through the use of systematic observation,

case study, and anecdotal writing. During the second semester, the

content focus at the university was on curriculum theory, instructional

theory, and instructional methods. As well as attending lecture discussions

by faculty, students participated in large group discussions, small

group discussions, demonstrations, and simulations. In the schools

the students were involved in practical activities, their o..vri application

of curriculum.and instruction theory and practice in the classroom, and



observation of schools and teachers' application of curriculum and

instruction theory and practice in the classroom.

Content

A complete description of the activities of the academic year is given

in AppendixA (undergraduate Experimental Program University Activities,

1971-72). Work in the area of observation methodology was aimed at the

processing of identifying cultural, physical, affectional, peer, development

and adjustment factors that affect school children. Attention was given

to the use of the individual as an instrument for observing and collecting

data, distinguishing between facts and interpretation, and methods of

labeling and classifying human behavior. Emphasis was placed on the

collection of data without simultaneous interpretation, or waiting until

data collection was completed to engage in the interpretative processes.

Students were taught the process of anecdotal writing and the conduct of

case study investigation. Principles of learning theory and of human

growth and development were explored through case studies, the pub-

lished work of experts in these fields, discussions of community educa-

tion, cognitive development, and moral development, the use of Becker,

Engleman, and Thomas self-instructional materials, discussions of

types of learning, and through a Psychology Today Film series that

dealt with aspects of behavior, development, information processing,

learning, social psychology, personality, and abnormal behavior.

Work in the area of Curriculum and Instruction theory and methods

focused on five major topics: curriculum and instruction; theories of

instruction; goals objectives and planning, selecting instructional



techniques; and evaluation and measurement. Curriculum and instruction

presentations dealt with curriculum philosophies, tools and patterns,

school bases of curriculum, curricular change and curriculum as a pro-

cess. The instructional theories of Gagne, Dewey, and Dale were dis-

cussed as were various instructional models and methods of individual-

izing instruction. Within the t,)pic goals, objectives, and planning, there

was a concentration on the work of Mager, Krathwohl, and Bloom,

and epistenological factors. Selection of instructional techniques in-

cluded Dale's Cone of Experience; mediated forms of teaching and Gagne

and Kolhberg's work on teaching techniques and child development. The

section on evaluation and measurement explored basic concepts of measure-

ment, classroom testing, the relation of objectives to evaluation, and

Flanders interaction analysis.

Mediating Experiences

Each of the mediating experiences was privided to increase the

linkage between content and practice. The large group discussions were

used to handle general issues about the nature, philosophical bases and

relevance of the content and practice work and their interrelationships.

Discussions revolved around the appropriateness of observational method-

ologies, learning and human grouth and development theories and

research, and, curriculum and instructional theory and practice using

these four criteria as standards for judgmait University faculty were the

primary resource for these discussions with graduate students pro-

viding supplementary input. Small group discussions focused on



these same questions with regard to specific theories, methodologies,

and practices as experienced by the students. Field projects that directly

related in-class experiences were assigned to student s. As these pro-

jects were underway or completed each small group met to deal with

conflicts that arose in application of the theory to practice. Three

graduate students who had extensive teaching experience were the

primary resource for these discussions. University faculty ,,sere

available to provide further input. Undergraduate students were also

encouraged to pursue these topics with theachers in the field.

Each student was asked to complete a personal resources project.

The objective of the project was to collect information from both text-

books and from field observations that would enable students to apply

theory and research to the field situation and the conduct of educational

practices in everyday world of the public school. This project replaced

the textbook and its product was intended to be a new personalized

textbook that each student would have and continually develop throughout

his teaching career. This new "textbook" was to include the identification

of major learning and development principles, documentary evidence

collected through systematic observation of the operation or non-operation

of these principles in the field, research data available in the literature,

and, statements of the implications of the principles for school practices.

During the first semester students participated in sensitivity groups

for one hour per week for six weeks. There were three groups of four-

teen students,. each led by one faculty from the Special Education



Department who had experience in sensitivity training and group pro-

cesses. These activities were based on the assumption that, since

teachers must work each day with a group or a member of groups of

children, they need knowledge of group processes and the skill to

apply this knowledge to analyze the groups with which they work. A

second objective of these activities was to help these students become

aware of how they present themselves to others and how they interpret

this presentation. A third objective was to give each student an op-

portunity to improve his interpersonal communication and to grow and

develop as a person. Activities engaged in included: discussions of

personal and interpersonal values; the analysis of group conflict and its

regulation; and specific activities designed to assist each individual in

understanding his own life space and that cf teachers, children, parents,

and administrators.

Demonstration and simulation activities occured throughout the

course. Demonstrations provided an instructional model for the stu-

dents. It is paradoxical that often courses in education focuse on theories

and practices, but don't inculcate these in the course. We teach courses

on curriculum evaluation without evaluating the course. We have lec-

ture courses on inquiry and inquiry teaching!! This list could be ex-

tended to include any educational topic. Accordingly students were not

taught about a practicebut through it. Observational methodologies were

explored by the application of these methodologies. For example, faculty

members gave demonstrations of convergent, divergent and convergent-

divergent teaching stragegies.. The notion of utilizing the classroom



was not just discussed but demonstrated using John Withall's classroom

climate model. Students were also involved in simulated experiences.

For example, students observed and recorded behavior on filmed class-

romm interactions and then discussed the advantages and constraints

of the methology. They took responsibility for teaching five minute

lessons to their classmates which were then analyzed by their classmates.

As mentioned previously films, video tape and programmed instruction

materials were also utilized.

School Experiences

The purpose of providing school experiences were : 1) to give

students an earlier field experience than was previously possible at the

University of Virginia; 2) to help students feel more comfortable in the

public schools; 3) to involve students in the practical activities of the

public schools; 4) to allow students an opportunity to question the re-

levance of content work at the university; and 5) to integrate content

activities at the university with actual school practices. The procedure

for organizing the school experiences varied from the first to the

second year. In the first year a meeting was held with the Asst. Super-

intendent daring which a request was made to assign each student to one

teacher throughout the year. He was asked to identify teachers who had

high confidence and were comfortable with questioning and being quest-

ioned about their teaching values and practices. A meeting was then

held with teachers to describe the program and the role that they might

play. They were told they would be expected to play a full role in a



triadic relationship between teachers, university faculty and staff,

and the undergraduate students. This meant that they were to take an

equal share in the responsibility of specifying, directing and evaluating

students' field experiences. As well as providing directive input into

this process and critiqueing the worth of the program and university

faculty members activities, they also had to be open to this evaluation

and critique of their own activities by university faculty and students.

At this point a few of the teachers dropped out. The rest stayed and

all continued with the program throughout the year. Faculty and graduate

students made regular visits to the schools during the year and under-

graduate students spent an average of three hours per week in the school

with the teachers. The second year all went the same except that be-

cause of time constraints the meeting with the teachers as a group

was not able to be held and school visitations by faculty members and

graduate students were not quite as regular.

The primary field assignment of the students as seen by the

university faculty was to oL)serve and analyze teacher and student behav-

ior in the classroom in light of learning, development, curriculum and

instruction theory and research findings. The first semester students

conducted most of this observation in the form of recording behavior and

writing case studeies and anecdotes with regard to five specific assign-

ments (See Appendix B, Case Study Observational Assignments):

1) Write an objective, life space description of the neighborhood
within a three block radius of your school.

2) Identify and record Class Rules and Management Expectation./



3) Record and analyze class activities and likely learnings.

4) Identify instructional techniques used.

5) Record teacher question and pupil response types.

The second semester these were continued and three other major

field assignments were given (See Appendix A):

1) Record the curriculum pattern in the school

2) Record the testing pattern in the school.

3) Do Flanders' Interaction Analysis and a logue in the school and
compare these.

As well as completing these assignments, students also provided

assistance to the teachers whom they were assigned. Both teachers and

students were asked to describe these activities. Each teacher vas asked

to indicate the major activities the student was involved in. These data

for the twenty-five elementary majors and seventeen secondary majors

are summarized in Table 1.

Seventy activities were identified by the teachers. Two activities

were specified for each of the elementary majors. No data was recieved

on seven (14 activites) of the secondary students, and two activities were

specified for each of seven secondary students. The most frequently

mentioned activities were teaching individual students, teaching small

groups, clerical activities, and class planning and the development of

materials. Data are presented separately for elementary and secondary

majors because of two major differences between these groups. No

teacher identified clerical activities for secondary majors but this

activity tied at second rank with teaching individual students for ele-



Table 1: A summary of the two major activities of elementary
and secondary majors as indicated by teachers

Elementary Major
Number Rank

Secondary Major
Number Rank

Total
Number Rank

Teaching Small Groups 14 1 2 3. 5 16 2
Teaching Individual Students 10 2. 5 7 1 17 1

Clerical Activities 10 2. 5 0 8 10 3. 5
Class Planning and 8 4 2 3. 5 10 3. 5

Development of Materials
Lead Singing, Read to Class,

etc.
5 5 1 6 6 5

Supervision 3. 6 1 6 4 6.5
Teach the class 2 7 1 6 3 8

Observation 0 8 4 2 4 6. 5
Not Specified 0 - 18 18
Total 52 36 88



mentary majors. On the other hand four (rank = 2) teachers mentioned

the observation activities of secondary majors while no (rank = 8)

teacher mentioned this activity for elementary majors. It is riot clear

whether elementary and secondary teachers placed opposite values on

these activities or whether elementary and seconary majors actually

were involved in different types of activities.

Students were also asked to indicate the activities they participated

in. They named any activities they were involved in, not just the major

activities. Each student was allowed to name up to ten activities. After

these data were collected, the specific activitys mentioned by the students

were then placed in the same eight categories as in Table 1. A total of

205 activities were identified. The largest number (59) of these were

clerical, followed by class planning and development of materials (42),

supervision (31), teaching individual students (30), teaching small groups

(23) and leading singing, etc (18). Teaching the class was mentioned

only once. Students had been asked about observation activities separately

and so these were not identified as activities here. As can be seen by a

comparison with data in Table 1, the number of activities in each of these

categories, especially the first four as specified by students is in pretty

close agreement with the major activities specified by the teachers. The

major difference is that "teaching small groups'? was not cited as often by

students as by teachers. In fact it ranks fifth amorg the activities mentioned

by students, while for teachers working with elementary majors it ranks

2.5 and for teachers with secondary students it ranks 3.5. This discrepancy



may be due !-,o the implied vcdu, of the term "major activity" used

with teachers and to the fact that teachers indicated only two activities

while students were free to mention up to ten. We will see in the

evaluation section below that it is indeed due in great part to the value

dimension.

Evaluation

Program Content

Each student was asked to rate the value of various aspects of the

program content (lextures, discussions, and films). There were five

dimensions evaluated: Values and Moral Development; Teaching-

Learning; Observational Methodology; Psychological Foundations; and

Human Growth and Development. A one to five rating was given as

follows:

1. Excellent Presentation -- High Value
- 2. Useful Presentation more valuable than most classes

3. Of Some Usefulness average value compared with most classes
4. Of Little Value but not Useless
5. A Complete Waste of Time

The actual ratings given by students are presented in Table 2.

The scale points have been reversed for clarity of presentation-

the higest rating is a 5,etc. The mean ratings for each content dimension

are given in the far right column of the table. With the scale midpoint

3.0, the mean ratings ranged from 2.94 to 4.14 with an overall mean of

3.55 In other words, the students indicated that on the average they felt

each presentation of average value to being more valuable than in most

classes. These were pretty high average ratings. As the distributions



Table 2 Student ratings of the value of selected aspects of the
program content

5

High
Value

4
More Val.
Than
Most

3

Ave.
Val.

2 1

Of Useless
Little
Val.

Total X

Values 3 20 11 3 37 3. 78
Moral Development 12 10 7 3 34 3. 79
Types of Learning 3 9 18 2 37 3. 73
Teaching Styles 14 14 6 35 4.14
Case -Study 11 11 11 2 35 3. 89
Writing Anecdotes 3 10 13 7 2 35 3. 14
Observation 2 10 18 3 1 34 3.26
Case Records 6 6 12 2 26 3.15
Psych. Foundations 8 11 11 5 - 35 3. 63
Rap Session 1 10 12 8 3 34 2. 94
General Development 6 10 16 3 2 37 3. 41
Community Education 11 12 6 1 30 4. 07
Development 11 20 3 34 3.24
Cognitive Development 9 18 6. 1 1 35 3. 43

Table 3 Student ratings of mediating experiences

5

High
Value

4 3

More Val. Ave.
Than Val.
Most

2

Of
Little
Val.

1

Useless
Total

Personal Resources 7 6 10 2 2 27 3. 52
Project

Sensitivity Group 10 5 4 10 4 33 3. 21
Small Group 11 7 11 1 1 31 3. 84

Discussions
Becker, et. al.

self-instruction
16 13 3 1 1 34 4. 24

Psych. Today Film 22 12 2 - 36 4.56
Film Manual 8 18 7 1 34 3.97



are somewhat skewed it is helpful to look at the numbers and percentages

of students associated with each rating. None of these dimensions was

given a four or five rating by less than approximately one third of the

students nor was any given these rating by more than 90 of the students.

Six dimensions were given a four or five rating by 65-89 percent of the

students, two ',r)-64 per cent of the students, and six by 32 -49 per

cent of the students. In personal communications with students many of

them said that they liked th program content combined with field

exposure to education that they had had and were recommending it to

their friends.

Mediating Experiences

There were four major mediating experiences, experiences to in-

crease the linkage between content and practice: large and small group

discussions; the pecsonal resources project; sensitivity groups; demon-

stration and simulation activities. Students were asked to rate the personal

resources project, the sensitivity group, the small group discussions,

the Becker, Engleman, Thomas self instruction book, the Psychology

Today Film series , and the film manual for the film series. ,These

data are presented in Table 3. The mean ratings range from 3:21 to 4.56

on the same 1 to 5 scale presented above. Again the scale points have been

reversed here. The lowest rating was given to the sensitivity groups.

About forty-five percent (15) of the students thought these were very

valuable 4 or 5 rating) and about forty-two percent (14) thought they

were pretty useless (rating of 1 or 2). As the reader will remember,

there were three sensitivity groups. Eight of the fourteen respondents



who felt the group was useless were in the same group together. Had

this group not had its difficulties, these ratings may have been much

hihger. In one of the other two groups more than fifty per cent of the

students and in the other group seventy percent of the students found

it to be very valuable. The highest ratings were given to the Psychology

Today films and the Self-Instruction book. Eighty seven per cent (29)

of the students thought the film series was very valuable andr.Llety-four

percent (34) of the students thought the self-instruction book was very

valuable. The film manual and small group discussions receivedvery

high ratings with respectively seventy-eight and fifty-eight percent of

the students rating these either a four or a five. Forty-eight percent of

of the students found the personal resources project very valuable and

only four percent did not think it was useful. When students were asked

to give more open-ended responses five suggested that the sensitivity

group be eliminated. Five emphasized that the films be continued and

two suggested that the small group discussions be moved to the beginning

of the hour and six students wanted to have more small group discussions

with more structure. Six students asked that more speakers be brought

in.

School Experiences

School experiences included observation assignments and work

with a teacher. The latter are referred to as field activities in the

summary of the ratings given by students to school experience given in



Table 4. First field activities and observation assignments were each

rated as a group. Thirty of the thirty-three students who rated field acti-

vities found them very valuable. Over half (55%) of the students found

the observation assignments very valuable. Then the students rated each

of the six major observation assignments. The mean ratings for these

ranged from 2.94 to 3. 84. Writing and analyzing anecdotes received

the lowest ratings with less than half (37%) feeling that they were of

great value. Each of the other five assignments received fairly high

ratings. No student rated any of them as useless. In each case appro-

ximately sixty-six percent of the students rated the activity high (rating

of four or five). The highest ratings were given to recording and

classifying teacher questions which twentyseven (77%) d the students

felt was very valuable.

The students were also asked to identify and rate the value of

specific field activities in which they were involved. A discussion of

these activities has been presented above (See School Experiences) but

the ratings given by students' were not included. These activities have

been classified into eight categories and the ratings given by students can

be found in Table 5. As mentioned previously the most often cited

activities were in order: clerical activities (59); class planning and

materials development (42), supervision (31); teaching individual E tude nt s

(30); and leading singing, reading, etc.(18). The discrepancy between

the frequency of activities noted by teachers was pointed out above.

It was suggested that this might be partially due to the fact that the



Table 4. Students' Rating of School Experiences

Ocservat;_on Assignments and Field Activities

High
Value

More
Value Of
Than Avg. Little Use-
Most Value Value Less Total Mean Rank

Field Activities as Group 25 5 2 1 33 4.48
Observation Activities as Group 3 14 9 4 1 31 3.45
Write and Analyze Anecdotes 3 10 8 10 4 35 2.94 6
Write a Life-Space Description 6 16 8 3 33 3.76 4
Record and Classify Teacher Qus. 11 16 4 4 35 3.97 1
List Instruct. Techniques , Etc. 10 12 8 5 35 3.77 3
Describe Class Activities ... 8 14 9 4 35 3.74 5
List Class Rules and Exc:ancy... 9 13 6 4 32 3.84 2

Table 5. Students' Ratings of Specific School Activities

High
Value

More
Value
Than Avg.
Most Value

Of
Little
Value

Use-
Less Total

Teaching Individual Students 27 2 1 30
Class Planning and Materials Dev. 26 8 6 2 42
Teaching Small Groups 22 1 23
Supervision 17 4 8 2 31

Clerical Activities 16 9 17 14 3 59
Leading Singng, Reading, etc. 12 4 2 18

Teaching Class 1 1

Observation 1 1



which the teachers working with elementary majors cited often (rank =-3)

while the secondary teachers did not (rank = 8) occured often as seen by

students (rank = 1) but were not highly valued (rank = 6) by them. This

may indicate a need to further insure that teachers at the elementary

level do not take advantage of the students to get less desireable acti-

vities completed.

Students were extremely excited about their involvement in field

activities. Only a few negative comments were made by the students

and even these are encouraging. Six students said thay did not have

enough time in the schools and five students said the Er-asn't enough

contact with the children. Three students sugge ted that mo-r.,e prior

planning with the teachers was needed. Two students wanted more time
(

to talk with the teacher rind two others wanted more chance for creativity.

One student each though that they; did not have enough independence,

that the role was too inactive, that a student teacher had made her

leave a class, that one teacher's attitude was discouraging, and that

there should be more contact with the principal. One student felt that

she was too unprepared at times.

Teachers were very positive about the students and the program.

Students were praises as: "has a great attitude, likes to work with

childrenTM, "interested and sincere", "industrious", "gave extra effort",

"conscientious ", "efficient", and "very cooperative". Twenty nine of

the students were given a high caliber rating and six a medium caliber

rating. In all cases teachers felt that the student's interaction in the



teachers list included a judgement of the importance of the activity.

An inspection of Table 5 indicates that this is indeed the case. We

find that although students engaged in many clerical activities less than

half (42a:Q) of these experiences were seen as valuable. If we reorder

these experiences , as has been done in Table 5 on the basis of their

perceived value we see that the "major activities'? engaged in by

students were teaching individual students, class planning and mater-

ials development, teaching small groups, and supervision or leading

singing, reading, etc.

This data and that given by teachers is presented in new form in

Table 6. The activity names are listed in rank order of the number of

times that they were mentioned by teachers working with elementary

majors as the "major" activities of the student. The the rank of these

activities is given as perceived by teachers for secondary majors !Col-

umn 2) as summarized for the total group (Cdlumn 3), as in terms of

the frequency of tine s that each was mentioned by the students (Column

4) and in terms of the number of students rating the activity to be of

high value (rating of 4 or 5). We now see that the teaching small groups

and teaching individual students are ranked one, tow, or three in all

cases except the number of times these are mentioned by students.

Students and teachers found these activities to be very valuable but it

appears that they occurred less often than they might have. Class

planning and development of materials was valued by both students and

teachers and appeared to occur quite frequently. Clerical activities



Table 6 Rankings of students' field activities in terms of the frequency
each was mentioned by teachers and by students and in terms
of the value placed on them by students

Elem.
Major

Teachers

Sec.
Major

Total
Group

Students

No. of Value of
Activities Activities

Teaching Small Groups 1 3. 5 2 5 3
Teaching Individual Students 2 1 ' 1 4 1

Clerical Activities 3 8 3. 5 1 6
Flanning and Development 4 3. 5 3. 5 2 2
Leading singing, etc. 5 6 5 6 4
Supervision 6- 6 6.5 3 5
Teaching Class 7 6 8 7 7. 5
Observation 8 2 6. 5 8 7. 5



school was good, that the students professional attitude was positive,

and that they would like to continue this type of relationship. In only

three cases did the teacher say that she would not request the particular

student again. In each case it was becauof other complications.

One teacher wanted only a student who had experience with the deaf.

The second said that she would have a student teacher in her room and

that was enough. The third said that this was her first year of teaching and

did not feel that she know enough to help the student.



A New Model of Collaboration

This program has resulted in some tentative answers about

teacher education programs but mainly it has succeeded in raising

more questions, particularly in the domain of the need for increased

collaboration. As a direct result of the progr,irn., the two faculty members

responsible F.D.r the program and other faC`ulty of the school of education

have developed a new model for collaboration in teacher education

programs. This model will be applied to a program for middle school

teachers if outside support is available.

The failure to properly value collaboration prevents us from

realizing what might be accomplished by society (Strom, 1970). The

need for teachers to learn how to collaborate is based upon the urgency

to create within schools a new sense of community. The success of

educational programs which include team teaching and the individualization

of instruction is enhanced when teachers who will work within these programs

know how to collaborate. Team teaching makes explicit the need for

team participants to trust each other and to learn from each other. Each

instructional team, if properly designed, is responsible for tasks which

surpass the competency of any individual team member. In like manner,

effective attention to the individualization of instruction argues strongly

for the collaborative efforts of diagnosis, valuing alternative prescriptions

for teaching, and the utilization of referral that is based not upon the evasion



of responsibility but upon a recognition of the need to focus the most relevant

talent upon a student problem. A mutual concern fol. the well -being of the

student is the aim of this kind of teacher collaboration.

The basic model consists of two operational teams representing the

public schools and the school of education. These teams will form a

relationship that stresses:

1) The identification and development of collaborative processes between
public schools and schools of education in the training of teachers

2) The simultaneous training of undergraduate students and inservice
teachers in teaching skills

3) The development of university skills in the knowledge and training
needs of teachers

This necessitates the development of school and university teams. The

school team would consist of the principal, a lead teacher, teacher team

members, undergraduate students, regula teaching faculty and public

school students. Negotiations within the school team provide for:

1) Most of the field and community experience components of the
undergraduate program

2) Interactive processes in the training of lead teachers and teacher
team members

3)Dissemination and altered teaching behavior of regular teachers
and altered learning behavior of students

The team withing the school of education would consist of the program

directors, regular faculty, and graduate students (advanced doctoral level).

The faculty and graduate students will be primarily responsible for

training in the schools and the community. Negotiations within the university

team would provide for:



1) Program planning for the baccalaureate degree and professional
certification

2) Program planning for lead teachers and teaching team members-
professional training growth

3) Articulation and planning for teaching performances (undergraduate
students and team teaching members) and University faculty performances
in both classroom and field based instruction

Collaborative skills must be developed by teams at both policy and

implementation levels (see Level 1 and Level 11, .figure c). Level 1

teams would be essentially policy making. The university and public school

administration would negotiate the: a) training goals; b) the processes by which

training goals will be implemented; c) the information flows within and among

teams and sub-teams; and d) procedures to mediate conflict and initiate

compromise. The university component of this level would consist of

credit and degree granting responsibilities. This authority would not be

surrendered, but project trust would be developed through negotiation skills

that provides school and community inputs into the determination of credits,

degrees, and ultimately certification. The schools component of this team

(central and building administration) would be responsible for the children

and the professional environment. This authority is not negotiable., but

professional staff development, the. undergraduates' learning and professional

development, and the development of children are mutual concerns with

shared responsibilities and professional inputs.

Level 11 teams would consist of one overall team group and several sub-

team groups (see Table 7). The overall team functions in the planning



iLevel 1j

LLevel 11 I

University Schools

Departmental Cha-men Central Administration
Program Personnel Building Principals

Teaching Faculty
Regular Faculty (--
Graduate Students

Building Principal
Teachers

Undergraduate Public School
Students Students

Figure c. Program 'Ram and Sub-Teams



Table 7
Level 11 Teams

Team Composition

Overall Team:
University staff
School Teams
Undergraduate students

Sub-Team 1
University Faculty
Graduate Students
Undergraduates

Sub-Team 2
Team Leaders
Teaching Team Members
Undergraduates

Sub-Team 3 (pairs)
Teaching Team Member
One undergraduate

Sub-Team 4
University faculty
Lead teachers
Teaching team members

Team Function

a. communication skills within groups
and one to one

b. negotiate hin groups
c. plan studies and experiences

for undergraduates

a. articulation of classroom and
field experiences

b. curriculum development

a. plan learning experiences for
children

b. plan sequences for undergraduates
experiences

a. personal interactions in shared
teaching/learning goals

b. practice and modeling of teaching
behaviors

a. develop advanced training
experiences for classroom teachers

b. translate curriculum designs into
instructional strategies



Phase A DIAD

Unive.. city < School Teams
Team

University <
Team

Undergraduate
Student

Undergraduate
Student

School Teams

Figure d. Phase A DIAD and Phase B-TRIAD



periods and initial phases (see phase A- figure d) as a diad. The

university and the school teams plan the initial studies and field

experiences for the undergraduates. As the undergraduate increases his

professional competencies the DIAD is expanded to become a functioning

TRLAD (phase B figure d) where he can influence the direction and/or

intensity of program features. Sub-team membership and functions

are recorded in Table 7.

Conclusion:

Most reports of undergraduate teacher education programs are

glowing diatribes that rave about the program's success in reaching

total emersion, profound relevance, and ecstatic joy of all the parties

involved. And they are totally unenlightening about the harsh reality of

the difficulty of providing a learning experience for each participant that

is Lased directly on his personal needs. It is not easy to develop is

kind of program. It takes time, perseverence, and commitment. It

takes sound theory that is directly rela, ed to reasonable and successful

practice. But most of all it takes an openness to questioning and scepticism,

faith in freedom and its corresponding responsibility, and rejection of the

fear of failure. The success of this program has been its failures. Not

that it failed to integrate theory and practice. Not that it failed to inspire

undergraduates to enter the teaching profession. Not that it failed in pro viding

undergraduates wiz.la knowledge and experiences. No, in the minds of those

who have participated, this program, implemented without additional



aside from funds provided for three graduate students, has succeeded

in accomplishing these. Its "failures" are identified by what we have

learned. This, of course,is the program's real success- the identification

of a new set of hypotheses about building a teacher education program and

the uncovering of new questions that remain unanswered.



APPENDIX A

Undergraduate Experimental Program University Activities



UNDERGRADUATE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES 1971-72

Date Activity

9/28/72 Organization meeting (Faculty and group leaders)
completed registration.
Collected information from students for scheduling
field assignments (1/2 day a week).

10/5/72 Observation assignments given out and explained.
Personal Resources Project assigned in place of text.

10/12/71

Talk and group discussion on values.

Film "Preface to a life" (Story of child growing
up as father hopes he will; then mother; then as he
should).
Anecdotes written on film incidents and analyzed on
a separate form.

10/19/71 Talk on "Four Types of Learning."

Demonstration two styles of teaching (with small
group of students).

Sensitivity training groups scheduled.

10/26/71 Clarification of observation and personal resources
projects.

Introduction of Psychology Today film series, getting
students-to identify things that seem to be true which
really are not.

Film: "Aspects of Behavior. ''

11/ 2 / 71 General "rap" session.
Film: "The Sensory World."

11/9/71 Talk on Community Education. Community school
film; "To Touch a Child".

11/16/71 Talk on "general development" (from handout on
developmental tasks from infancy through late
adolescence).
Film: "Development."



11/ 2 3 / 71

2

Read parts of the case records of a lower class first
grader (David) and an early maturing adolescent
(Betty Burrows).
Film: "Information Processing."

11/30/71 Talk on "development during childhood."
Film: "Learning."

12/7/71

12 /14 / 71

1/11/72

2/15/72

2/22/72

Assigned Becker, Engleman, Thomas self-instructional
book. Talk on "cognitive development" (used slides).
Film: "Social Psychology"

Talk on "Moral development".
Film: "Personality"

Assignment and scheduling cif audio visual instruction
in January.
Evaluation sheets filled out.
Film: "Abnormal Behavior."

Curriculum/ Instruction
Major curriculum philosophies present examples
of each
Present major curriculum tools:

Discipline
Skills
Concepts

Curriculum patterns;
Spiral
Recurring content
Eclectic
Skill development (cumulative)
Expanding horizons

Assignments:
Record curriculum pattern in the school where
you are assigned--write out a statement
identifying the major premise that support it
about (a) children or youth (b) content.
Prepare a paragraph on the relationship
between curriculum and instruction.

Social bases of school curricula:
social power centers
social behavior patterns
tradition
professional interests
disciplines



2/29/72

3/7/72

3

Curriculum change:
bureaucracy
social-personal investments
pressures for change

.pressuresagainst change
Curriculum/Instruction as process
Discussion groups:

Groups share assignments from previous
week--identify common curricular patterns,
tools, and philosophies.
Construct a group theory of curriculum. Instruction.

Assignments:
Construct two paragraphs that represent your
curriculum goals for the public school.

Theories of Instruction
Theories of Instruction:

Gagne' - Bruner Cognitive
Dewey Fashay
Realism Dale

Instructional Models:
Linear model directed convergent
discovery divergent
discovery convergent

Discussion groups:
Review volunteer's commitments, on curriculum
and instructional goals.

Assignment:
Prepare a five minute lessOn to teach your
group a single idea. Others will critique
the teaching act--group leaders will not.

Individualizing instruction
Discussion Groups:

Individuals in each group present (5) minute
lesson one person writes an anecdotal report
of each lesson (each person does one). Group
critiques each lesson immediately after
presentation.
Group leaders rank presentations on a simple
5-point scale using 5-general criteria:

a. Clarity of lesson
b. Leadership
c. Structure
d. Student participation
e. Suitable for group



3/14/72

3/21/72

3/28/72

4

"Goals, Objectives, and Planning"
Course goals unit objectives-- daily plans
Mager Behavioral goals
Bloom Cognitive Domain
Krathwohl Affective Domain
Assignments:

Write (5) behavioral objectives for a lesson
in your school representing at least three
levels of Bloom's Taxonomy

Epistemology
fact -- value continuum
institution tested conclusions continuum
understandings generalizations belief

Discussion Groups:
Writing workshop critique behavior objectives.
Discuss limitations and advantages of behavioral
objectives on learning.

Assignments:
Write five understanding objectives for a lesson
in your school.

Selecting Instructional Technique
Discussion Groups:

Compare understanding objectives. Discuss
relationship of behavioral and understanding
objectives to the content or idea to be learned.
Present Dale's Cone of Experience

symbolic knowledge and learning
indirect learning
direct learning

Mediated forms of teaching
Assignment:

Write two (2) techniques to teach a given
(the same) concept at each level of Dale's
Cone of Experience
Teaching techniques and child development

Gagne' -
Kohlberg

Discussion Groups:
Examine techniques strata related to Dale's Cone.
Select 2 or 3 papers and have the group classify
as appropriate learning stage.

Assignment:
Construct a two-day teaching plan with:

a. instructional objectives
b. method of instruction
c. techniques of instruction



4/18/72

4/25/72

5

Select ten minute segment to teach in your group.

Discussion Groups:
7

1. Individuals teach ten minute segment.
2. One individual prepares descriptive anecdotes.
3. Group leader ranks using previous criteria.
4. Group critiques each presentation.
5. Other

Evaluation and 1VVasurement
Concepts of Evaluation and Measurement

testing-
measurement
judgment prejudgment
evaluation

Formal testing
achievement
ability
interest
skills

Objectives of instruction and measurement
behavioral testing
gestalt -- testing

Assignment:
Record testing pattern in your school explain
information yielded by the tests and evaluations.

5/2/72 Classroom tests construction and use
marking systems grades
ranking systems
achievement gains
ability
test reliability construct validity
testing forms strengths and weaknesses

Judgmental scales
sociograms
anecdotes
descriptive logues

Assignments:
Prepare a two day lesson to teach in your
school - complete with objectives, method,
techniques, and evaluation system.
Teach ten minute segment to your group.



6

5/11/72

5/16/72

5/23/72

Discussion Groups:
Critique tests
Teach segments
Someone keeps logue
Leader using judging scale as before
Group critiques lessons
Group discusses their method of critiques
leaders method of judging, etc.

Analysis of Teaching
Introduce classroom analysis

interaction
verbal behavior
non-verbal behavior
anecdotes

Training on Flanders (simplified) system
Assignment:

Do 15 minute Flanders in your school paired
with another from your, group compare
patterns.
Do a second 15 minutes with companion
maintaining a class logue. Compare. Reverse
roles. Compare.

Discussion Groups:
Analyze Flanders reports. Group compares
the forms of analysis.
Select students are called upon to present
their curriculum philosophy at this point in
time.

Assignment:
Teams of (4) students will prepare a short
(4-5 page) paper on:

a. Theory of instruction
b. Objectives of instruction
c. Techniques of instruction
d. Evaluation of instruction

Teams will be prepared to present these ideas
in class.

5/30/72 Class presentations
Wrap-up session
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List all instructional technicuas usJ. arcing one hour of classrorin
c:: .1:147.3

pria7 role
IN.191`17.T.T.L.7.T.Y.'1AK, r.172.C1,2::3:0,77 Pal! Z1 Z

List also any instructional resources eriploy e:d. by the teacher and sturfients.
For exar:ple, books, fiL-,13, chalkboard, etc.

List anv student be.havior.s thicti ilicath their atatudes toward school
and learning. Then rrite a state-A.---.ant surmariz-Lng their general feelings -ton;a.rd
learning.



ETE

OIG .7:.-SIGT.`7.:\71'
Teacher.. cuesticn Types

Make a sa-kiential I.r..'cord of the custions a teacher ascs r a

Recognition - b-eing able to re-,...'oflizo a given type of event. Fó.7 esrp1e,
_

the special ta..i.- on taa W113 one of the colonist's several Acts ci: .,::..2rie-trances
, \

against the cram.
,

Retention (ezzary) e.g., who was in ch3rge of the 'AJTrican forces at
Breed's hill?

Converacnt T iin.c, caflinr mainly for r;uttiila facts tocfether in a :logical
and sc.:721entid aac. e.g. (fol]cina sevoral days or cis discu_ssion of
various Colonial events frcim 1770-1775) asking "WhE):t v,are the :pain causes
of the ;Vatican Pevolution?'

Diveraent Thinkirri, with multiple rather than best responses being called kr, ce.(
e.g., "If the British. had 1,:,on, hal lAryold life today be different frcm what it
is?"

Evaluative thinkix...,:r. reciirjring ji.tdgiT.ent-plakin:j along Sai .C.=. value dimensions,

e.g., "Do you -nink .;.;'ashington, Jefferson, arra- their contanporaris wea...%e

better off than if e had lost the war? In what .ccaes?



ilyamEricAL E.V,PLE or SCE PAGE

LEARNING: P: jiN:CIPLE

ETE
Ri C

Learnincj under intrinsic votivation is preferalae to learning under extrinsic
zzrz a

Refs Cronbac:1 :r1uctionr11 (19(4) tin. A5-48

Dugelski IiJe PsychOioci=1nf Learnjng ;Y,plietj. to Tcachincr (1270), nn.450-2.
Lvidence 1. :,:etained information or year aftcr takino Idolecyv greater for

Ss required to take course than those of cemnarable ability who elected
course (ladgelski, p. 413).

2.

a. Application examples

Newspaper clipping of Ss
deciding to study erosion
in the neighLorheed.

Intrinsic features
1. Decided on activity
2. Planned study procedures
3. Organized groups
4

i. Anecdote describing a teacher cermitting Ss to read library hooks for
fun during school time wit.ADut. Leing graded on That they learned.

C.



APPENDIX C

Evaluation Instruments

,



SELF EWLUT,TION FOP

Please evaluate ycursclf with respcct to each cf the its Ix:1(71. 10d any ernments
you think relevant. Sign the pledge at the end that indicates that the numbers of
assignments, 1:urs, and ..lbsences are your mast accurate recollections.

0BS=TIO.21 ASql*GISIEWI'S

1. Number cmpleted and turned in:
. Your assessment i7f her; well they were dona:

(circle me) (a) well done (b) abc-ut average

PERSONM PESOUPCFS PPDJECT

2. Estiratal ntziber c.f hcurs you _9c,r3.;..cd on this

(c).prorly dcnc

Your assessment cf ;Y:',(7 it wos
(circle one) (a) (b) about average

SENSITIVITY GROUP P;?TICIP,%TION

(c) poprly done

3. Number cf meetings you made: number missed:
Your assessment cf hew well you participated:
(circle cne) (a) fully (b) only half-heartedly

Tuesday class sessic ns as a whop.'.

4. NUmber present full time: part time
Your assessment of hcwwell yo u participated
(circle cne) (a) fully involved (b) usuolly involved (c) little involved

Tuesday small grcup discussi:n sessions

5. Nu nicker present: ; number absent:
Your assessment (.1 IrT7w,A1 you participated:
(circle cne) (a) fully invOlved; (b) usually invclved (c) little involved

Becker, Englaman, Thcmas self-instructional book

6. Number cf topics ccmplutad as (. January 4:
Your assessment cf hc,,7 well yru know what you have studied sc fart
(circle one) (a) very well (b) moderately well (c) not well

Psycholc_gy Today Film Series

7. Number of the 8 films seen:
Your assessment cf involved ycuTdU1.70. in trying to absorb .the content
presented:
(circle cne) (a) tried hard (b) triad some but mainly entertained by them
(c) primarily entertained - didn't try

Psychology Tedav Film Dianuil

8. Number of selections read (ttal of eight) :
Your assessment cf Irm well you know what these selections presented:
(circle cne) (a) very well (b) moderately well (c) not too well



FiLad activities

9. i'luriocr of cbys -thsont aftur Nru 1-7:ro
10 . List :f things v,:u did in rulcvr:nt

Irrlicato your ostir:at....: f thc.: ntratvz f lvurs you sr_vnt r'n oach categrry
Inck rf sh_ut) r vor711 f :117,1 11 vu di it yr.0

wcrc.: to do :
(circL.: cm!) (a) vary won (b) drt1y 7o11 (c) not tcc

OTHER

Indicate any cthcr niatturs which should L-L. into n in dctcrrninir.g
a ccursu gradu for you.

Indicato what you think your grad o ought t bc and thv.

On my honor as a (lady) g_inticnon I pledge that thc, indications of t:to:nth-moo ,
part.icipation, l.urs wcrkor..., or assig-ats &Inc (tho nuatxrc<1 items :D.1.-xmc) are
tc, the , best of My lar2,.iledgu iaccurate

Signnturu



EVALUATION INSTPUCTIONS

Attached are three forms for evaluating fall semester activities in the experi-

mertal teacher education class. Your true feelings arc sincerely desired as a basis

for improving the quality of this program during both the spring semester and next year

Your nap e should not arrear on the forms evaluating the class presentationr3 Mall

SdNadule) or the activitios and assignments. On the form for evaluating yourself we

want you not only to indicate your best judgment about the quality of your effort and

accomplishment but to sign the pledge stating that the amount of time you were present

for various activities is as accurate as you are able to roca1l. Grades be based

on (a) reports from the schools regarding your participation there, (b) the quality of-

yourpersonal resource project, (c) our estimates (TAlen we have enough knowledge to

ma*them) of your participation in the Tuesday classes, and (d) your self-eva.luations.

Fall schedule. PL!ase indicate for each presentation on the line to the right

yast feeling about the value and quality of the presentation, placing ono of the

following numbers on the line

1 Exoullent presentation - high yalub-.

2 Useful presontation more valuable than those inmost classes

3 Of some usefulness - average value o_dvaraZ with most classes

4 Of little value but riot useless

5 A oampluto waste of time - useless

A Absent or did not do

If you Lish to writu comments about a particular presentation, please do so in the

space below it. Small group discussions axe to be evaluated on the p,:ssignment and

activity sheet. The specific Psychology Today Films are not to be considered ;?.t this

since they have already been evaluated.

Assignments and Activities. Use the S7MC numbering system above to indicate

yaar feelings about the value and quality of each of the assignments and activities

list04. Use the space between them to write any special coMments you wish.

Self-evaluation Form

See instructions on it. Pledge 7).nd signature will b nuuded.



DO NOT PUT YOUR NNE ON THIS SI=

ETE FALL 1971 SCHEDULE.

9/28 Organization meting (ibore, Erandt & group leaders) completed
registrntion,
Collected information from students for scheduling field
assignrents.

10/5 Observation assignments given out and explained by Brandt.
Personal Pi-sources Project assigned in place of text by Brandt.

Pbore talk and group discussion cn values.

10/12 Film 'Preface to a Lif..," (Story of child growing up as father
hopes he will; then rother; then as he should).
Anecdotes written on film incidents and analyzed on a separate
form class led by ilassay.

10/19 Brandt talk on 'Four Types of Learning".

Loom: deronstrated tv.o styles of teaching (ith mall group
of students) .

Sensitivity training groups scheduled.

10/26 Brandt clarified observation and personal resources project.

Short introduced Psychology Today film series, getting students
to identify things that seam to be true which really are not.

Film: "Aspects of Behavior'

11/2 Brandt led general ' rap" session.
Film "The Sensory WOrld'

11/9 Robert Frozzrrd talk on Community Education. He show&
community school film ("To Touch a Child") .

11/16 Brandt talk on "general ci:xclopment" (from handout on develon-7.
ialartaSks from infancy thru late adolescence).
Film: "Development'

11/23 Brandt read parts of the case records of a lower clnss first
grader (David) and an earlv mturing p.dolescent (Betty Burrows).
Film: "Inforration Processing'

11/30 nassey talk on "development during childhood".
Film;' Learning"

12/7 Brandt assigned Booker, Engle, ten, Thonas selfinstructional book.
arles Mann talk on "cognitive development" (used slides) .

Film: 'Social Psychology"



12/14 iiary Hucy tzdk on 11.bral dcvelopmnt discussion too.Film, "Pcgrsonality:'

1/11 ;:ssignmcnt and scheduling of anaio visual instruction
in January.

Evaluation shccAs MLA out.
Film. "Zibnomal



DO NOT PUT YOUR FT,i.E ON THIS SHEET

Assignments and Lctivitics (Ea. - Fall 1N1)

Observation assignments as a group

1. Writing anecdotes and amlvzing

2. Vrritirg a life space description of a nj_ghborhood

3. Recording and classifying the types auestions teachers sked

4. Listing instructionl techniaues telschurs uscd during an hour

of instructicn, resourc,:s used, identifying xi-IL:tiler C. or T

had primary role and bOhaviors indicative of S-attitude.

5. Describing class activities during an hrux of instruction and

listing specific likely learnings from ozch

6. flaking a list of class rules and expectancies and recording

how often they were unforced

Pursr.,nal flo Projuct

Semsitivity group (name your luader;

Tuesday mall group discussions (your leader's nmx! )

Bucker, Engle an, Thcmas self -instruction al beak

Psychology Tcdav film series as a whole

Film manual for film suries

Field hctivities in an assigned schrl (ovrall ra-ietion)

List specific activities you did at school and ratio each

2.

3.

4.



5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

List any specific disappointmants ycu had at schccl:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Identify any genern1 suggestions you have fcr iirprcving the ccurso:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.



NAME Mrs, Meadows
GRADE LEVEL
STUDENT Revell Thom son- Buford

EXPERIMENTAL TEACHER
EDUCATION FIELD TEACHER

REACTION SHEET

1. The student has put in faore than the assigned amount of time in the
classroom or about the assigned amount of time or less than the
assigned amount of time, i.e., 2 hours/week assigned time.

2. Please list two major activitis that you have witnessed your student
aicleffrom, the Urliversi.7 doing.
1)

2)

3. Did you find the student's interaction with your school's
population to be positive?

Yes No (circles one)

4.. Do you feel the student who served in your school exhibited a
responsible and professional attitude?

Yes No ;circle one)

5. would you consider requesting the same person to retrun next year
to your classroom as a. student teacher?

(es- No (circle one)

6. Do you desire a student aide for your classroom next semester?

Yes No (circle one)

7. Do you have any recommendations for improving the program?
(Please comment.)

8. Ghat is your over-all impression of your student's work in your
classroom this semester? Circle one,

giah calibre- Medium calibre Low calibre


